PV Applications 01/05/19
(from data available on 03/05/19)

- Planning Application allowed on appeal and site generating electricity.
- Planning Application approved and site generating electricity.
- Allowed on appeal and under construction.
- Approved site under construction.
- Planning Application approved with conditions but not built.
- Planning Application approved on appeal
- Planning Application received and under consideration.
- Planning Application refused.
- Planning Application refused appeal in progress.
- Planning Application refused appeal dismissed

* including sites where decision notice to be issued.

(Refusals are not shown on the map where decisions are older than 12 months)

Size of installation shown - 1MW and/or sites spread over an area of 2Ha.

Landscape
Designations
- AONB
- AGLV

INSTALLED CAPACITY*
Total operational capacity = 453.842MW
Total capacity which is approved, but not yet installed = 3.637MW
(Some approvals have lapsed and are no longer counted within these figures)
Total capacity which is approved and under construction = 7MW
Total capacity of pending applications = 0MW
*the rated capacity of the systems

THE PLANNING HISTORY CONTAINED WITHIN THIS MAP MUST NOT BE USED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR CARRYING OUT A FORMAL 'LAND CHARGE SEARCH'. NO RESPONSIBILITY WILL BE TAKEN FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THE PLANNING HISTORY INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS MAP. SIMILARLY THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN THIS MAP DOES NOT CONSTITUTE IN ANY WAY A FORMAL NOTIFICATION OF A PLANNING DECISION, AND AS SUCH ANY ACTIONS TAKEN AS A RESULT OF INFORMATION DISPLAYED ON THE SITE ARE UNDERTAKEN ENTIRELY AT THE VIEWER'S OWN RISK.